9:15  BEYOND THE HILLS (După dealuri)
Ends 11:15  Romania 2012 150 mins. (M)
Drawing on real events said to have taken place in a Romanian convent, this outstanding film is a powerful and sombre meditation on faith and friendship and confirms Mungiu as a film-maker of the first rank. He shows us, all too painfully, how religion in the wrong hands can not only be ridiculous but lethal. Unforgettable!

12:00  LIFE, ABOVE ALL (Le secret de Chanda)
Ends 13:40  South Africa/Germany, 2010, 100 mins. (M)
A multi-award winning drama highlighting a touching mother-daughter relationship in a South African township. The film captures the enduring strength of loyalty and courage powered by the heart. Based on the best-selling novel by Allan Stratton, this is an unforgettable emotional experience.

13:40  Break for Lunch

14:30  NO (No)
Ends 16:30  Chile, 2012, 118 mins. (M)
Gael García Bernal stars in this multi-award winning film, based on a true story, about an advertising executive’s campaign to defeat Pinochet in Chile’s 1988 referendum. A top-notch political thriller. Not to be missed!!

16:45  CAESAR MUST DIE (Cesare deve morire)
Ends 18:00  Italy 2012 76 mins. (M)
Set in Rome’s Rebibbia Prison, a group of hardened criminals prepare to stage ‘Julius Caesar’ and find in the play parallels to their own lives. As rehearsals progress, they work through their personal conflicts, both internal and with each other. Arresting and extraordinary, this is humanist cinema at its best!

18:00  Break for Dinner

19:00  BARBARA (Barbara)
Ends 20:45  Germany, 2012, 105 mins. (M)
Set in Communist East Germany in the 1980s, the film focusses on Barbara, a young paediatrician, who is being closely watched by the Stasi, while her lover in West Germany is preparing her escape. But things do not go according to plan... The director accurately catches the spirit and atmosphere of a divided Germany in this powerful drama. A must-see movie.

21:00  WAR WITCH (Rebelle)
A confronting drama depicting the abduction during a civil war in an unnamed country in Africa of a 12 year old girl, who is forced to become a child soldier. Not for the faint-hearted, this harrowing film nevertheless has a serene tone and the children’s performances are mesmerising.
**OPENING NIGHT**

18:30  Opening

**SATURDAY**

18:50  LOVE (Amour)
Ends 20:55  France, Germany, Austria, 2012, 127 mins. (M)
Another highly-acclaimed masterpiece from director Michael Haneke, who has created a stunningly moving experience you will never forget. Flawless in its execution by Jean-Louis Trintignant, Emmanuelle Riva and Isabelle Huppert, this is film-making at its most intelligent, original and sensitive. Miss it at your peril!!

FESTIVAL TICKET OPTIONS

- Festival Pass $150/$140 Conc
- Opening Night $35
- Single Session $15.50/$13.50 Conc

Tickets are available from BELGRAVE TWIN CINEMA CALL 6772 2856

COFFEE, cakes, soup and sandwiches are available before and between films at the cinema's own CAFE ROYALE.

Under 15s must be accompanied by a parent or adult guardian.